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Thus,! Christianity! and! individualism! do! not! challenge! indigenous! beliefs! but! become! an!
example!of!syncretism!that!allows!new!forms!of!relatedness!to!emerge.! !As!a!result,! these!
new!forms!of!kinship!are!mapped!on!top!of!existing!relationships.!!Consultants!strategically!
enact! Christian! relatedness! in! specific! social! contexts! that! do! not!make! these! bonds! less!
significant!than!other!forms!sociality.!!As!Carsten!(2011)!suggested,!relatedness!is!complex,!
relationships!change!over!time!and!should!not!be!considered!to!be!unbroken!bonds.!!!
! Like! Shwarz,! others! have! highlighted! the! complexity! of! relational! Christianity.!!
Coleman! (2006)! described! how! the! spiritual! self! is! realized! through! giving! to! others.!!
Coleman!argues!that!actions!result!in!benefits!for!the!individual!and!are!also!attentive!to!the!
need!to!be!outwardly!focused,!help!others,!and!see!oneself!and!his!or!her!spiritual!path!as!
interdependent! with! both! believers! and! non`believers.! ! Evangelical! students! in! this!
dissertation! emphasize! similar! worldviews! including! the! notion! that! one’s! personal!
spirituality! is! important! but! dependent! on! building! connections!with! other! believers! in! a!
Christian! community.! ! Schram! (2012)! explored! the! connection! between! individual! belief!
and!collective!worship! in! the!Auhelawa!of!Papua!New!Guinea.! !The!author!describes!both!
elements! of! individualism! and! collectivism! and! like! Robbins,! considered! individualism! to!
16!
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